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I am pleased to report another year of record 

results at Intercontinental Exchange (NYSE: 

ICE). As the operator of exchanges around the 

world, we are deeply engaged in supporting 

markets and their role in capital raising, price 

discovery and risk management. This includes 

global markets that enable companies to manage 

the risk of their commodities and financial 

exposures, as well as stewardship of the New 

York Stock Exchange, where we help more 

than 2,400 listed companies reach corporate 

milestones as they grow. I want to take a moment 

to highlight an important milestone for our own 

company. November 2015 marked the 10-year 

anniversary of our IPO on the NYSE. The access 

to U.S. capital markets provided by the NYSE 

helped our small start-up company founded in 

Atlanta, Georgia to rapidly grow and continuously 

innovate for our customers and generate strong 

returns for our investors on a global scale.

Our growth is a direct result of our strategic 

approach to serving customers in new ways, 

but it would not have been possible without 

becoming a public company. And while we have 

become a larger company over the last decade - 

growing from 200 employees and $156 million in 

revenues in 2005, to over 5,500 employees and 

revenues of $3.3 billion in 2015 - our drive to 

serve markets is only increasing.

With that in mind, before turning to the many 

exciting opportunities in front of us, I’d like 

to reflect briefly on what was the best year in 

our very successful first decade as a public 

company. In 2015, we again delivered on our 

double-digit earnings growth target. This marked 

our 10th consecutive year of both record revenue 

and adjusted earnings growth, which is an 

unmatched achievement in our sector. Adjusted 

net income attributable to ICE from continuing 

operations1 was $1.4 billion, up 23% over 2014, 

and driven by $3.3 billion in revenues, which 

grew 8% year on year. In addition, our adjusted 

operating margin1 increased 4 points year-on-

year to 59%.

Importantly, virtually every area of the company 

contributed to our growth. We reported record 

revenues for our global data services and for 

NYSE listings, as well as record commodities 

revenues and strong cash equities revenue. The 

diverse sources of revenue growth reflect the 

strategic evolution of our company. Over the last 

15 years, we have transformed our business 

model to stay close to our customers’ evolving 

needs not just for a trading and clearing platform 

to manage their risk, but also, and importantly, 

for the data and information necessary to inform 

their risk management decisions. And, in that 

process, our revenue mix  has transformed from 

90% transaction-based to a more balanced 

mix, with transaction revenues now 56% of total 

revenues in 2015.

Our continued expansion into data services is 

aligned with rising customer demand for more 

information, analytics and valuation services. 

As markets fragment, market participants 

require data to aggregate and better understand 

market dynamics. This need reflects the rising 

importance of passive investing and a desire 

to increasingly conduct risk management and 

capital allocation decisions on a real-time 

basis. These changing customer needs also 

reflect increasing regulatory requirements. 

Regulations now require market participants to 

provide independent valuations on positions and 

portfolios, as well as increase trade reporting to 

data repositories, such as ICE Trade Vault. The 

need for increased data capacity, combined 

DEAR FELLOW SHAREHOLDERS:

NET REVENUE(2)

(IN MILLIONS)

$1,327 $1,363 $1,598 $3,092 $3,338

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

OPERATING CASH FLOW
(IN MILLIONS)

$713 $733 $714 $1,463 $1,311

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

DILUTED EPS FROM

CONTINUING OPS

$6.90 $7.52 $8.38 $9.63 $12.15

2011 2012 20133 20143 20153

2 Net revenue represents total revenues, less transaction-based 

expenses.

3 These are non-GAAP figures. Please refer to page 63 of the 10-K 

for a reconciliation to the GAAP figures.



“In 2015, we again delivered on our 

double-digit earnings growth target. 

This marked our 10th consecutive year 

of both record revenue and adjusted 

earnings growth, which is an unmatched 

achievement in our sector.”

with the growing need for secure and reliable 

networks due to cybersecurity concerns, also 

increases the importance of data delivery 

mechanisms - which is why we are broadening 

the capabilities of our Secure Financial 

Transaction Infrastructure (SFTI) network.

As we look to 2016 and beyond, there are a 

number of opportunities we see across our 

business to continue to grow by serving our 

customers in new ways: 

• Data services. Our data services provide 

transparency, information, analysis and 

connectivity, all of which are used by market 

participants to transact across markets and 

instruments. And while Interactive Data, 

SuperDerivatives, ICE, and NYSE data 

are each strong businesses in their own 

right, we believe they are more valuable to 

our customers on a combined basis. Our 

customers’ needs are not limited to exchange-

traded data. The broader market for fixed 

income and derivatives is vast and Interactive 

Data and SuperDerivatives are central to 

the changes taking place in these over-

the-counter (OTC) markets. We are seeing 

data and connectivity services increasingly 

linked to markets they serve, and as an 

exchange operator with significant amounts 

of proprietary data, we will continue to use 

this to enhance our valuation and analytical 

services to offer actionable information - 

whether that is for forward pricing curves, 

independent valuations, or the creation of new 

indices and benchmarks.

• Risk management. Risk is inherent in 

our customers’ business - whether it’s a 

commercial market participant hedging 

price exposure, a trader seeking to eliminate 

counterparty risk, or a treasury manager 

seeking increased capital efficiencies. Our 

customers must continuously manage their 

exposures and optimize their capital. In 

2002, we launched the first cleared OTC 

energy contract, in 2008, we launched the 

first new clearing house in London in over 

a century and in 2009, we launched the 

first CDS clearing house. Since then, we 

have seen firsthand the needs that exist 

across the clearing spectrum from post-trade 

processing to delivery and settlement. We 

have also developed extensive governance 

and risk committee frameworks and default 

management plans that provide market 

participants and regulators with confidence 

in the stability of each of our six regulated 

clearing houses. Not only are clearing 

houses a key component of infrastructure 

for managing payments and risk, but they 

are also a source of innovation, where new 

product development occurs to help our 

customers better manage their exposures. 

That is why we believe that clearing will 

continue to be an area of growth for us in the 

coming years.

• Market dynamics. Robust market 

infrastructure is trusted to operate through all 

financial and economic environments and is 

expected to continuously evolve in response to 

ever changing market dynamics. Over the past 

several years, we have seen a global financial 

crisis, the rise and fall of commodities prices, 

the implementation of global financial reform 

and an extended period of global quantitative 

easing. 

As long as there is volatility in the underlying 

markets we serve, whether due to economic 

factors like employment, GDP and inflation, 

or geopolitical events that impact interest rate 

and commodity price levels, we will be there 

to help our customers manage their risks. 

An example of this is our global oil markets, 

where prices have declined since 2014. The 

volatility of oil prices has been significant and 

the breadth of oil and oil related products 

we provide resulted in record oil revenues, 

which increased 14% in 2015, and resulted in 

ICE’s Brent crude contract achieving its 19th 

consecutive annual volume record.

FUTURES & OPTIONS

NET REVENUE
(IN MILLIONS)

$962 $993 $1,029 $1,341 $1,357

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

DATA SERVICES

FEE REVENUE
(IN MILLIONS)

$134 $161 $246 $691 $871

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015



Our commitment to focus on addressing our customers’ needs is supported by numerous resources at our disposal:

• 11 exchanges

• 6 clearing houses

• 9 asset classes

• Global data services across virtually all asset classes

• The premier capital raising venue

• A dedicated, customer-focused team around the world

And while we are a much larger company, what I said 10 years ago in this letter still rings true today:

“The successful implementation of our strategy in 2005 was made possible by a talented and dedicated team… Our management team is focused on 

achieving growth for our shareholders while maintaining the entrepreneurial culture and leading edge spirit that has driven our achievements to date.”

The ICE team wakes up every day committed to the future of our business which starts and ends with serving our customers. The evolution of data and risk 

management, blockchain, dynamic regulation, and the balance between balkanized markets and globalization is defining the needs of our customers, who 

are also creating new business models and processes. We at ICE always embrace change and look forward to delivering on our promise to grow by putting our 

customers first for the long-term benefit of our shareholders.

My best,

Jeff

Chairman & CEO Intercontinental Exchange

Chairman, New York Stock Exchange

March 29, 2016

“Over the last 15 years, we have 

transformed our business model to stay 

close to our customers’ evolving needs, 

not just for a trading and clearing 

platform to manage their risk, but also 

for the data necessary to inform their 

risk management decisions.”

JEFFREY C. SPRECHER

CHAIRMAN & CEO INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE

CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

1 Adjusted figures represent non-GAAP measures. Please refer to page 63 in the company’s 2015 10-K 

filed on February 4, 2016 for reconciliations to the equivalent GAAP measures.
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FUTURES EXCHANGES

ICE FUTURES U.S.

ICE FUTURES EUROPE

ICE FUTURES CANADA

ICE FUTURES SINGAPORE

ICE ENDEX

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Jeffrey Sprecher Chairman & Chief Executive Officer

Chuck Vice President & Chief Operating Officer

Scott Hill Chief Financial Officer

David Goone Chief Strategy Officer

Benjamin Jackson Chief Commercial Officer

Lynn Martin President & COO, ICE Data Services

Johnathan Short General Counsel & Corporate Secretary

Thomas Farley President, NYSE Group

David Peniket President & COO, ICE Futures Europe

Trabue Bland President, ICE Futures U.S.

Brad Vannan President & COO, ICE Futures Canada

Paul Swann President & Managing Director,

ICE Clear Europe

Thomas Hammond President, ICE Clear U.S.

Stan Ivanov President, ICE Clear Credit

Finbarr Hutcheson President, ICE Benchmark Administration

Mark Wassersug SVP, Operations

Chris Edmonds SVP, Financial Markets

Kelly Loeffler SVP, Corporate Communications, 
Marketing & Investor Relations

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE:

SERVING GLOBAL MARKETS

CENTRAL CLEARING HOUSES

ICE CLEAR U.S.

ICE CLEAR EUROPE

ICE CLEAR CANADA

ICE CLEAR SINGAPORE

ICE CLEAR CREDIT

ICE CLEAR NETHERLANDS

OTC MARKETS

ICE OTC ENERGY

ICE SWAP TRADE & CREDITEX

CASH MARKETS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

NYSE ARCA

NYSE MKT

NYSE AMEX OPTIONS

NYSE ARCA OPTIONS

NYSE BONDS

AGRICULTURE

BONDS

CREDIT DERIVATIVES

ENERGY

EQUITIES/INDEX/OPTIONS

EXCHANGE TRADED PRODUCTS

FX

INTEREST RATES

PRECIOUS METALS



INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JEFFREY C. SPRECHER
FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN & CEO OF ICE

CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

CHARLES R. CRISP
FORMER PRESIDENT AND CEO OF

CORAL ENERGY

FREDERIC V. SALERNO
FORMER VICE CHAIRMAN OF VERIZON

COMMUNICATIONS AND CFO OF BELL ATLANTIC

JEAN-MARC FORNERI
FOUNDER AND SENIOR PARTNER OF

BUCEPHALE FINANCE

SIR CALLUM MCCARTHY
FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE

UK FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

JUDITH A. SPRIESER
FOUNDER AND FORMER CEO OF

TRANSORA, INC.

LORD HAGUE OF RICHMOND
FORMER U.K. FOREIGN SECRETARY

VINCENT TESE
CHAIRMAN OF FCB FINANCIAL

HOLDINGS, INC.

FRED W. HATFIELD
FORMER CFTC COMMISSIONER

SIR ROBERT REID
FORMER CHAIRMAN AND CEO OF

SHELL U.K. LIMITED

TERRENCE F. MARTELL, PH.D.
PROFESSOR OF FINANCE & DIRECTOR OF

THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AT BARUCH COLLEGE

Intercontinental Exchange (NYSE:ICE) operates the leading network of global futures, equity and equity options exchanges, as well as 

global clearing and data services across financial and commodity markets.  The New York Stock Exchange is the world leader in capital 

raising, listings and equities trading. 

Trademarks of ICE and/or its affiliates include Intercontinental Exchange, ICE, ICE block design, NYSE and New York Stock Exchange, 

Interactive Data and Trayport. Information regarding additional trademarks and intellectual property rights of Intercontinental Exchange, 

Inc. and/or its affiliates is located at www.intercontinentalexchange.com/terms-of-use

Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 -- Statements in this press release regarding ICE’s 

business that are not historical facts are “forward-looking statements” that involve risks and uncertainties. For a discussion of additional 

risks and uncertainties, which could cause actual results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements, see ICE’s 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings, including, but not limited to, the risk factors in ICE’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for 

the year ended December 31, 2015, as filed with the SEC on February 4, 2016.

ABOUT INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE



* $100 invested on 12/31/10 in stock or index, including reinvestment of dividends. Fiscal year ending December 31.

** As a result of further diversifying into the data services sector, this group is more representative of ICE’s peers compared to the Dow 

Jones Global Exchange Index. The Peer Group consists of CME Group Inc., Deutsche Boerse Ag, London Stock Exchange Group Plc, Markit 

Ltd, McGraw Hill Financial Inc., MSCI Inc., Nasdaq Inc. and Thomson Reuters Corp.

Copyright© 2016 S&P, a division of McGraw Hill Financial. All rights reserved.

12/10 6/11 12/11 6/12 12/12 6/13 12/13 6/14 12/14 6/15 12/15

ICE 100.00 104.67 101.17 114.13 103.91 149.19 189.33 160.06 186.98 191.81 221.19

S&P 500 100.00 106.03 102.11 111.80 118.45 134.83 156.82 168.01 178.29 180.48 180.75

DJGEX 100.00 98.65 81.99 85.10 96.05 112.59 130.97 128.45 139.43 162.36 156.56

Peer Group 100.00 91.70 102.64 87.74 73.45 78.98 85.72 96.68 118.10 118.00 132.10

$230

$140

$50

12/10 6/11 12/11 6/12 12/12 6/13 12/13 6/14 12/14 6/15 12/15

ICE S&P 500 INDEX DOW JONES GLOBAL EXCHANGE INDEX (DJGEX) PEER GROUP**

COMPARISON OF 5 YEAR CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN*

Among IntercontinentalExchange, Inc., the S&P 500 Index, the Dow Jones Global Exchange Index and Peer Group

TRANSFER AGENT

Computershare Trust Company, N.A. is 

the company’s sole transfer agent and 

registrar. Inquiries about shareholder 

accounts or address changes should be 

directed to:

Computershare

P.O. BOX 30170

College Station, TX 77842-3170

OVERNIGHT DELIVERIES

Computershare

211 Quality Circle, Suite 210

College Station, TX 77845

Telephone (toll free): +1 888 404 6332

Outside the U.S.: +1 312 360 5176

Hours: Mon-Fri 7.00am to 5.00pm CT

Email: web.queries@computershare.ie

INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC 

ACCOUNTING FIRM

Ernst & Young LLP

55 Ivan Allen Jr. Boulevard, Suite 1000

Atlanta, GA 30308

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Copies of the Intercontinental Exchange 

2015 Annual Report on Form 10-K are 

filed with the SEC and are available online 

at: theice.com

ANNUAL MEETING

The 2016 Annual Meeting of Stockholders 

will be held at 8:30am ET, on Friday, May 

13, 2016 at: St. Regis Atlanta, Eighty-

Eight West Paces Ferry Road, GA, 30305

STOCK LISTING AND CERTIFICATION

ICE common stock is listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange (NYSE) under the 

ticker symbol “ICE”. Our CEO and CFO 

Certifications required under Section 302 

of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 were 

filed as exhibits to our Annual Report on 

Form 10-K. We also have submitted an 

unqualified annual CEO certification to the 

NYSE with respect to our compliance with 

the NYSE corporate governance listing 

standards.

SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT

Safe Harbor Statement under the 

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act 

of 1995 — Statements in this annual 

report regarding our business that 

are not historical facts are “forward-

looking statements” that involve risks 

and uncertainties. For a discussion of 

additional risks and uncertainties, which 

could cause actual results to differ from 

those contained in the forward-looking 

statements, see our Securities and 

Exchange Commission filings, including, 

but not limited to, the risk factors in our 

Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year 

ended December 31, 2015, as filed with 

the SEC on February 4, 2016.



Copyright © 2016 Intercontinental Exchange, Inc.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

ATLANTA

5660 New Northside Drive, 3rd Floor, Atlanta, GA 30328 / Phone +1 770 857 4700

NEW YORK

11 Wall Street, New York, NY 10005 / Phone +1 212 748 4000
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